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“First of a a bit more about my experience...
After being a part time model for a few years, I decided to try the other side of the lens  

because I know exactly what us as women look at when we see a photo of ourselves.   

I’ve been a Professional Photographer and Make up artist for the past 10+ years, I have 

been trained to do Make up Professionally by the owner of Halouw Make Up Academy, Louise Volschenk, 

I've done a styling course with Werner Wessels and I have a passion to do hair 

- I basically l- I basically love everything to do with beauty. 

I have photographed hundreds of Women and I have worked with many influential women in the 

beauty industry including Rolene Strauss, Melinda Bam, Liesl Laurie, Demi-Leigh Nel-Peters 

to name a few.  I am also the Beauty Photographer for Mrs South Africa.

Your Experience...
Right now, where you are is the youngest you will ever be. 

Time goes by so quickly, kids grow up fast and we get older 

that is why it is important to do family shoots as often asthat is why it is important to do family shoots as often as

 possible.  There is something special about capturing every 

stage of life and have memories to look back on.

Let us help you to capture memories that you will 

treasure forever! 

The family packages apply for newborn and couple shoots.

- Amorie Pearson

 



At the Amorie Arts Studio, we provide professional make up and 
basic hair styling services.  This gives us time to bond before your photoshoot while you

are enjoying your glass of sparkling wine.
With lots of laughs and chats, you will feel comfortable and relaxed by the time

we start with your actual photoshoot.
 

MaMake up will enhance your beauty that is already there and it will help you 
to feel extra sexy and fabulous for you photoshoot.



Once you book the shoot, we start working on your ideas.
My passion is to bring what you envisioned to life.  

Share your ideas with me, and we will work on something that suits you.

If you include it in your package, your make up & hair will be done professionally.

We will decide on the final outfits and order in which we will do your shoot. 
I have different settings in my studio that will create 

unique looks within unique looks within your photoshoot, we can also decide on a location if
you want to do a lifestyle vibe.

For newborn family shoots I prefer shooting at your home where the baby feels 
safe. Please remember that traveling is charged extra.

There is nothing to worry about... you are in good hands!  

“ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS SHOW UP FOR THE SHOOT WITH 
YOUR OUTFITS, I WILL TAKE CARE OF THE REST”- AMORIE 









- Basic Hair Styling - R250

- Professional Make up  
         * Make up for 1 person: R750
         * Make up for 2-3 people per person: R550
      * Make up for 4 or more people per person: R450
      * Make up for kids (blush, mascara & gloss) - Free

- Ext- Extra retouched Images cost R150 each

- Photographer per hour extra - R1500

Traveling to any location from Centurion is
R5,50 per km

ExtraADD ONS
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